
A Detective Story: 

In search of George Watson and Sarah Rattray 
 

Doing genealogical research may have a lot in common with archaeology: digging into the past, 

finding suggestive bits and bobs, trying to make reasonably logical connections, and putting 

forward a few inferences. In both endeavours, it is understood that a fresh discovery could shake 

up those conclusions.  

 

With this in mind, there is a story to be told . . . 

 

When Ron, Sherri, Vivian and Linda started sorting through 

Family Tree resources in 2016, we didn’t know how much 

we might find or where it might lead us. We started with 

what we had before us: namely, a) Jean Hoskins’ (cousin at 

least once or twice to all of us!) massive 3-ring binder 

Family Tree, and b) information Ron and Marg had 

accumulated on their trip to Scotland in 2000. With the 

help of Google and a genealogical site called Ancestry, we 

filled in a lot of data, solved a few family mysteries and 

(probably) even found a photograph of our Great-

Grandpa/Grandpa William John Watson at the age of 18 

months!!!  

Then we got stuck at George Watson, father to that same William John Watson.  

We recalled the gist of the “George Watson Family Lore” as follows:  

• George Watson had worked for a distillery in Edinburgh, 

• He was fairly wealthy,  

• He might have travelled to Peru to set up a whiskey distillery there on behalf of his 

employer of many years, 

• He lost much of his money in an unwise investment late in his life. 

Jean Hoskins had located one George Watson but as we dug around, we were increasingly 

persuaded that she had the wrong George--possibly one of the only errors in her vast research! 

Before his trip to Scotland, Ron had found another George Watson through an agency called 

Scotland’s People, one who better fit the story:  

1872 William John Watson 
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• employed at the Caledonian Distillery in Edinburgh from roughly the time it first opened 

its doors in 1869, starting as a “Fireman” (one who minded the fires) and ending up as a 

Distillery Brewer, 

• had a son named William John born in 1871, and  

• left Scotland for a time after the death of his wife Ann in 1897.  

Ron and Marg also found George 

and Ann’s grave (shared with 3 

children who had predeceased 

them). The slightly worn but still 

discernible dates on that stone 

helped us discover more about a 

George Watson who lived for 

many years at 14 Fowler Terrace 

in Edinburgh.  

 

 

 

 

                                                 

Hello, Great-Great-Grandpa/Great-Grandpa Watson! 

Lorimer and Clark Caledonian Brewery on Slateford Road in Edinburgh  

Ron in front of 14 Fowler Terrace 
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In the many years before record-keeping became statutory and administered by the 

government in the UK, life events were reported in Parish Registers. Every church had at least 

one volume in currency in which births, baptisms, weddings and deaths were recorded: books 

which were kept “religiously” in every sense of the word. However, although we had searched 

parish records and elsewhere, by late 2016 we had been unable to find either a birth or a death 

register for our George Watson.  

We did have one other snippet of information: we had a copy of a copy of a newspaper clipping 

that mentioned that in 1906, George’s body had to be shipped to Edinburgh by train for burial.   

The train transport was unusual. Had he died in Peru? Was he ill and got part way home from 

South America (perhaps to New York, Liverpool or Glasgow) where he died and had to be 

shipped from there by boat and train? Could a record of any such passage be found? 

For that matter, why did it seem so hard to find George’s actual birth and death records? Who 

were George’s parents? How many siblings did he have? What were their names? Where did 

they live?  

In addition, although we 

could find him in Census 

records from 1861 on, we 

couldn’t find him anywhere 

in the Scotland Census of 

1901.  

So, was that the time he 

might have been in South 

America? Could we find 

anything about a 

Caledonian “franchise” of a 

sort in Peru?  

As an aside, in the end, we 

did discover a surprising 

number of “Watsons” in 

Peru but nothing about the 

Caledonian or our George. 

While we pursued information on other ancestors, we kept watching for more about George. 

After some months, however, energy flagged and we gave up the search.  

 

Then a remarkable thing happened. 

Ron at the grave of George and Ann (Sinclair) Watson, and their 

children Catherine, Ann and Sarah                                                 

NOTE: Ron left his Christopher Lake Watson Reunion cap on the 

grave in Dalry Cemetery, Edinburgh 
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Out of the blue, in early June 2017, Linda received an email from a woman from Whitby, 

Ontario named Laura (Hair) Desveaux. She indicated that she was working on her Family Tree 

and wondered if we might be related. Well, yes, we were! Her Great-Great-Grandmother 

Isabella (Watson) Forsyth was the sister of our Great-Grandpa/Grandpa William John Watson, 

making Laura and Ron, for example, third-cousins-once-removed. 

Laura was especially interested in:  

a) information about George Watson, father to her Great-Grandmother Isabella; and  

b) anything we might know about a Sarah Rattray who had finished out her life living with 

this same Isabella and her husband John Forsyth.  

We put some of our puzzle pieces together with some of her puzzle pieces and began to fill in 

blanks with more research. Another cousin, Colin Forsyth in Scotland, helped us as well, doing 

some fresh digging for us in libraries there. Between them, Laura and Colin helped us find 

George Watson’s marriage register. This was important because it listed parents for both 

George and Ann. In his case, it listed his father as James Watson, Sailor, deceased, and Elizabeth 

Watson, M.S. Cox as his mother, deceased. Now, we started to get excited. It took more digging 

About 1895, George’s Watson’s children who survived to adulthood 

Standing: William John (1871-1948), George Jr. (1864-1938) and Henry (1877-1946)                          

Seated: Isabella (Watson) Forsyth (1862-1931) and Sarah Jane (Watson) Lister (1880-1899) 
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but we eventually found the names of all of George’s siblings: Sarah, John, James and 

Catherine. George was the youngest and his oldest sister Sarah had grown up to marry an 

Alexander Rattray! Thus we had solved cousin Laura’s questions as well. 

In addition, Colin found our George Watson in the 1901 Irish Census. The record indicated that 

a widower by his name from Scotland, was living in Dublin, boarding with Hugh and Henrietta 

Duncan, also originally from Scotland. Both George and Hugh were described as Brewery 

Distillers: perhaps, we speculated, they even worked together at the Caledonian in Edinburgh. 

The same news clipping that told us George’s body was carried to Edinburgh by train, 

mentioned that he had been working for the Dublin City Brewery.  

We still didn’t have a birth or death register for 

George and try as we might, we could find no 

record of him on a ship passenger list from 

Ireland to Scotland (or from Peru to Scotland for 

that matter), inside or outside a coffin. 

Adding to the mystery, we could not find the 

James and Elizabeth Watson family in either the 

first or the second all-Scotland Census 

canvasses, in 1841 and 1851, respectively. 

 

We did, however, uncover the 

unwise investment! 

 

Linda searched online in the UK National 

Archives and ended up finding a mention of 

George Watson’s Will being probated a full ten 

years after his death. This was an unusually long 

interval. She also found a note, from a book on 

the history of Irish distilleries, about the Dublin 

City Distillery going into receivership in 1905.  

Financial troubles had caused the Distillery to 

issue debentures to keep it afloat. These 

investments were secured against the value of a 

warehouse full of whiskey in storage. Unfortunately, the Dublin City Distillery issued two sets of 

debentures, both secured against the same whiskey! The result was that the second batch of 

investors lost everything they had paid. 

About 1895, Ann (Sinclair) Watson and    

George Watson 
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In mid-July, we found a Scottish National Probate Index that summarized the details of George’s 

death and indicated that his estate was worth “£454.8s.11d” ($750 CDN today) which was a lot 

of money in those days. Thus, even after his investment losses, he was doing very well. As far as 

the delay in probate to 1916, that is likely explained by the fact that the legalities of winding up 

the Distillery’s business didn’t end until 1915.  

With many questions answered but still no birth or death register, we wondered if perhaps 

George had died in Dublin. That could explain why his body had to be shipped back to 

Edinburgh upon his death. More Google and Ancestry searches, but this time in Dublin. 

 

Meanwhile, what about Sarah? 

 

Our research into Sarah (Watson) Rattray was somewhat perplexing as well. We discovered 

that although we had a copy of her marriage register to Alexander Rattray in 1844, in every 

Scottish Census thereafter, Sarah Rattray had 

no spouse at all:  

• in 1851 (age 32) she was a Lodging 

House Keeper with a 4 year-old son 

named Alexander Rattray;  

• in 1861 (age 42)--we couldn’t find her 

at all; 

• in 1871 (age 52) she was a Laundress 

with a 17 year-old daughter named 

Ellen Rattray (born 5 years after 

Alexander Sr. died);  

• in 1881 (age 62) she was living with 

her son Alexander and his wife Minnie;  

• in 1891 (age 72) she was an inmate in 

the City of Edinburgh Poorhouse.  

There is also a parish record of a daughter 

named Elizabeth born to Sarah and her 

husband in 1845 but she is not mentioned 

anywhere else. 

Sure looked like a sad, disjointed kind of life.  

So, where was her husband? Why did she end 

up in a Poorhouse? Why was there no resort 

A photograph, passed down to Laura Desveau by 

her mother, with one word on the back: 

“Sarah?” If she is not our Sarah, perhaps she 

looked something like this in her young years 
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for her when her brother George at least, was fairly well-off? Eventually we found the death 

register for Alexander Rattray Sr. who died in 1847 of “consumption” (tuberculosis). At least we 

now knew why no husband was listed in any of the census records after that year. We never did 

find out anything more about Ellen or Elizabeth Rattray. 

Then Colin in Scotland found George Watson’s death register and sent it to us. Finally! Turns 

out that George died, of “hepatic cirrhosis and pulmonary congestion” in 1906, in the home of 

his eldest daughter Isabella and her husband John Forsyth, in Kilbagie, Mussellburg, 

Clackmannan, Scotland (try saying that with a Scottish accent). Now we knew where that final 

train voyage began for George’s remains, a journey that ended in Haymarket Station in 

Edinburgh, and continued by carriage to Dalry Cemetery.  

You might remember that Sarah Rattray had also lived with Isabella and John until her death in 

1903.  

 

And then, there it was. 

 

Handwritten in the Parish Register of the district of Clackmannan in 1906, and witnessed by 

Isabella’s husband John Forsyth, was a startling piece of information. The death register for 
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George Watson identified his parents as James Watson, deceased, and Sarah Watson, M.S. 

Watson, deceased.  

What were we to make of this? We knew George’s mother was Elizabeth (Cox) Watson, not 

someone named Sarah. And not just any Sarah, but specifically Sarah Watson, George’s sister, 

Alexander Rattray’s wife, the elderly Sarah Rattray who spent her last days with Isabella and 

John Forsyth until her death in 1903.  

Where did that information come from? From Isabella? From George himself? From Sarah 

before she died? And why did John Forsyth authorize it with his signature? Given that 

information of such consequence is not likely to be a deliberate falsehood, might John (and 

Isabella in the background) have wanted to “set the record straight”? Literally? 

If we accept this testimony—and it would certainly not be the first time when a story like this 

was kept secret, at least until the principals were dead--then we have to accept that Sarah 

(Watson) Rattray was both George’s sister and his mother: they both had the same father, 

James Watson’s (alias James Johnson’s) Service Record with the Royal Navy, 1823-1855 
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James Watson, Sailor. Shockingly and horribly, it looks like our George Watson was born of an 

incestuous liaison between his father and his sister.  

We scoured the old Scottish Parish Records online again, for a George Watson with parents 

James Watson and/or Sarah Watson born between 1836 and 1841, without success. Now 

however, we had to wonder if his birth had ever been filed.   

Did George ever know that Sarah was his mother and if so, at what point in his life did he learn 

of it? Did he know it when he caused “Elizabeth Watson, M.S. Cox” to be named as his mother 

on his marriage register in 1861? Did he himself only discover this in the last year of his life 

while in the Forsyth’s home? We don’t know. 

And what happened to the family once George was in the world? If he was born between 1836 

and 1841, he should have been mentioned in the 1841 all-Scotland Census. As mentioned, 

information on the James and Elizabeth Watson family, as such, has not yet been discovered in 

that census, nor in the one of 1851. Two entries in the 1841 Census remain uncorroborated but 

suggest the possibility of a family break-up: first, the mention of a 1 year-old George Watson 

living in Glasgow with a George and Margery Hamilton and, second, an Elizabeth Watson, born 

“About 1796” in the Newbigging Musselburgh Private Lunatic Asylum in Inveresk, Midlothian. 

Sarah shows up without her parents in the 1851 Census but George is not with her, just her 4 

year-old son Alexander Rattray and her 17 year-old sister Catherine. The first appearance of 

someone who is definitely our George is the 1861 Census in which he is listed, at 22 years of 

age, as a lodger in Edinburgh working for a distillery.  

 

“Sheep-stealers and cattle-rustlers.” 

 

A cautionary reminder: the conclusion we have come to is speculative. As with an 

archaeological excavation, a fresh discovery could shake it up. At the same time, we consider 

that it probably gives the best account of the information we have (along with some insight into 

the genealogical search process, perhaps).   

Linda remembers once asking our Melville Watson whether or not there were any famous or 

rich people in our bloodline. She recalls him responding with a smile and saying, “Oh, probably 

just a bunch of sheep-stealers and cattle rustlers.” Sheep-stealers and Cattle-rustlers might be 

preferred to this kind of story, with all its implied suffering and shame.   

 

Thus (at long last?) is the story of George and Sarah told. 

May they rest in peace. 


